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<strong>Kagarlitsky's Appointed Director of IPROG on Surikov's Request
</strong>Burtsev.ru
07.15.06
According to Anton Suirikov's latest revelation, he was the one who requested that Boris Kagarlitsky was appointed the director of the Moscow Institute for Globalization
Studies (IPROG) in 2002 when Mikhail Deliagin, the founder of the Institute and its first director, had accepted a position in Mikhail Kasianov's government. Deliagin, a long-
time associate of Surikov, is also a prominent member of the right-wing Rodina party, banned from running in the last Moscow elections for a racist video aired for its electoral
campaign.
Surikov latest revelations come from his public correspondence with Oleg Grechenevskii, a long-time dissident and human-rights activist from St. Petersburg, who has been
writing extensively on Filin's gang - the group led by the military oligarch Vladimir Filin, allegedly involved in narcotrafficking, illegal arms trade, and money laundering.
In Surikov's words, he asked Deliagin to appoint Kagarlitsky director of IPROG after Kagarlitsky had told Surikov that wanted the job. This request came two years after
Kagarlitsky, then the head of the political section of the neoliberal Moscow weekly Novaya Gazeta, published his article on the conspiracy in Nice in which he described
Surikov as the 'former' officer of army intelligence and fingered him as the person responsible for organizing the meeting between Shamil Basaev and Alexander Voloshin. 1
Kagarlitsky's article also describes Surikov's meeting with Basaev in late August of 1999 and all but explicitely connects Surikov and his associates to the Moscow explosions
in September 1999. This is how Surikov describes his contacts with Kagarlistky when the latter was preparing that article.
In the beginning of 2000 Mr. Kagarlitsky visited me on his own initiative to talk about the alleged conspiracy between Mr. Basaev and the Kremlin in the summer of 1999. He
asked me several questions. I responded at length to those questions that related to me personally and to the political situation in general. As to several of his central
questions, I did not give him any answers at all... By the way, I have no intention to answer these questions in the future as well. I read Mr. Kagarlitsky's article of January 24,
2000 in Novaya Gazeta only after it had been published. I was neither thrilled nor disturbed by it. Back then I did not think it was of great importance. This publication did not
affect my relations with Mr. Kagarlitsky at all. I just want to emphasize that I did not initiate his publication nor was I his main source of information for it.
Surikov's account is remarkable in several ways. As it was his tactics before, he continues to avoid confirming or denying the central questions, i.e., the allegations about his
participation in the conspiracy in Nice and the very fact of the meeting between Basaev and Voloshin. This tactics allows Surikov to perpetuate the conspiracy story without
formally acknowledging his part in it. Secondly, he braggs of not being disturbed by the allegations of him taking part in a grave international crime. Consider that Kagarlitsky
article has since become a staple of anti-Russian propaganda and, as such, a part of public consciousness, especially in the West, where the images of new Russian rulers
blowing up their citizens fall into the carefully cultivated soil of Russophobia. Yet Surikov seems not at all concerned with the bad name Kagarlitsky's story gave him in the eyes
of great many people around the world. This in itself is disturbing. Nor did Kagalitsky seem to have had any problems asking the man he accused in terrible crimes for a job in
IPROG and later having the former intelligence officer Surikov working under his directorship on a number of supposedly left projects like the first Social Forum and even the
United Socialist Front.
According to Surikov, he was introduced to Kagarlitsky by Anatoly Baranov, a long-time associate of Surikov and the owner of Pravda.info and Forum.msk.ru. Baranov also is
the chief editor of the CPRF web site kprf.ru. Their meeting took place in the United States in the early 1996. It is not known what was the nature of Kagarlitsky's visit to the
United States. But it has been long established that Surikov's first public contact with Fritz Ermarth, the high-ranking CIA official, took place in the spring of that year. It has also
been known that Surikov and Ermarth worked together in the anti-Gore campaign of 1999, which peaked in the so-called Russiangate, or the BONY scandal. 2 Ermarth, who
retired from the CIA in 1998, played central role in this operation. But he was clearly only a front man for some powerful Republican cabal behind him.
Two years after his meeting with Surikov in the US, Kagarlitsky was invited to give testimony to the Banking Subcommittee of US Congress (10 September 1998). The very
fact of a prominent Russian Marxist being asked to testify before US Congress is rather unusual, especially considering that Kagarlitsky has no training in economic and
financial matters. Kagarlitsky's testimony was very much in line with Ermarth's subsequesnt critique of Gore's Russian politics. Could it be that the idea to invite Kagarlitsky to
the Capitol Hill came from Ermarth and his circle?
Finally, Surikov confirms the central role of Ret. FSB General Alexei Kondaurov in financing the activities of IPROG during Kagarlitsky's tenure. In the waning years of the
Soviet Union Alexei Kondaurov occupied important positions in the Fifth Political Directorate of the KGB. His boss was General Philipp Bobkov. Eventually Bobkov wound up a
head of the security service of Vladimir Gusinsky, the omnipotent oligarch and media mogul of Yeltsin's epoch. Kondaurov, after several years of service in FSB, accepted a
similar position in Khodorkovsky's YUKOS. He became a millionair and played active role in the attempt toprivatize Ziuganov's CPRF in 2003. The attempt, led by Filin's group
and YUKOS, with the help of Ziuganov's intimate friend Alexandr Prokhanov, with Boris Berezovsky behind him, eventually had failed. But Kondaurov secured for himself a
seat in the State Duma from the CPRF. According to Vladimir Filin, Kondaurov sponsored not only IPROG, but the Left Front, one of Kagarlitsky's political projects, until last
September. 3
What brought together the prominent leftist Boris Kagarlitsky and the man who could well have been his interrogator in 1982, when Kagarlitsky's group of young socialists was
arrested by KGB, is a question that deserves a separate journalistic investigation.
??????????

1 For a detailed analysis of that story, see the recent essay by Peter Dale Scott The Global Drug Meta-Group<img border="0" alt=""
src="http://deeppoliticsforum.com/forums/images/smilies/biggrin.png">rugs, Managed Violence, and the Russian 9/11. On Kagarlitsky's explanations of his association with
Surikov, see our report from the 2005 press-conference of the Left Front in Moscow Boris Kagarlitsky Defends Himself Against Accusations in Cover-Up
2 Surikov wrote about Ermarth's role in Russiagate a number of times. One such account is in his 2002 article Did Berezovsky Buy Off Communists for US Intelligence?
<http://english.pravda.ru/main/2002/10/09/37954_.html>, published under the pen names Anna Kolchak (in English) and Eintingon (in Russian).
3 See interview with Filin at <<a href="http://forum.msk.ru/print.html?id=9687" rel=
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Filin-"El Buho" Is Getting Nervous

Below is our translation of the anonymous comment posted at forum.msk.ru in response to Vladimir Filin's last article on the re-opening of the criminal investigation of the
Russian furniture chains "Three Whales" and "Grand," thought to related to the sudden resignation of the Prosecutor-General Vladimir Ustinov. Forum.msk.ru belongs to a
group of former officers and agents of the Soviet military intelligence (GRU) whose leader is said to be Ret. Leutenant-Colonel Vladimir Ilyich Filin. The group's business face
is the "consulting" agency Far West, LLC (formerly Far West, Ltd). It controls a number of periodicals, including the "nationalist" weekly Zavtra (chief editor Alexander
Prokhanov) and the Moscow Institute for Globalization Studies whose director is the prominent Russian leftist Boris Kagarlitsky. In the last three years this group, which also
includes the former Luthunian defense minister Audrius Butkevicius, has been alleged in press to be an organized criminal society, involved in narcotrafficking, illegal arms
trade, ties with Western and Saudi intelligence, and subversive activities against Russia. The main sources of these allegations were the former officer of Ukrainian military
intelligence (GUR) Sergei Petrov (aka Serge Rodin) and the officer of Russian military counterintelligence Armen Sarkisian who in the spring of 2005 provided over fifty pages
of information on the activities and the background of the group's leaders to the investigative group burtsev.ru. Petrov was killed in South Africa in January 2004. Sarkisian was
killed and his counterintelligence unit dissolved in July 2005. Since then several anonymous author(s) have occasionally used forum.msk.ru to post bits of information on the
activities of Filin's group. The internal evidence of this information suggests that it may come from some elements in Russian secret services or/and the group's competitors.

Filin-bird Is Getting Nervous
(The last name Filin also means eagle-owl in Russian, or el Buho in Spanish)
(posted 2006.06.24 )

1. Surikov-Natkhoev was first outed for his participation in Armeniagate in 1996. 1 Then for his lobbying the interests of Khloponin and the Norilsk Nickel, Nikitin and the
MIG Corporation, Udmurtia and Topol-M in 1998-99. 2 Then, together with Fritz Ermarth, for Russiagate and Basaevs invasion of Dagestan in 1999. 3 As the result, Surikov
had to become political scientist.

2. [Viktor] Bout-Aminov, [Richard] Chichakli, and Oleg Orlov were outed in Angola and later in the rest of Africa in 2002-2005. 4 Then Orlov was outed in the X-55 affair,
China and Iran in the beginning of 2005. 5 As the result, Orlov is in the Ukrainian jail, Chichakli hides somewhere in the Emirates, and Bout-Aminov keeps a low profile and
shuttles between Moscow suburbs and Minsk. As to Bouts and Chichaklis friend Mr. Taylor, he has been apprehended by the Hague Tribunal. 6

3. Filin-El Buho, Likhvintsev, Kosman, Davidovich-Felix, Lunev, Saidov-Mekhmet and the brothers Suleimenov 7 all had been outed by Fomenko, Kolesnikov, and Plotnikov 8
through their subordinates, Ashot and other Kasyanovs and the Sarkisians men. 9 This happened between the fall of 2003 and January 2004, during the fight for the Department
of Fishery and the MIG Corporation. Sechin and Ustinov had failed to protect Surikov and Filin, because the last ones failed to disassociate themselves from YUKOS soon
enough. 10 Next, in Belgrad Filins partner Lukovic-Legia was put in prison. 11
Then Americans joined the efforts to expose this group. They were Goss' and Foggo's men, helped by Turchinov and Kozhemiakin before Yushchenko fired them. 12 As the
result, the Swiss-Brazilian Filin and the Turko-Arab Saidov had to become well-known political scientists and legal businesmen, trading in food, lumber, Persian rugs, and
speculating in world stock exchanges. 13
Together with Butkevichius and Surikov, they took to court the Vilnus magazine Ekstra. 14 Besides, Saidov suddenly became business partner of Kadyrov-junior. 15 Kosman is
back in France, where he now consults DGSE. 16 Davidovich is keeping low some place in South America: either in San Paulo, or Manaus, Bogota or Guayaquil.
In GUR Likhvintsev and Kosyakov monitor [the activities of] Turchinov, Kozhemiakin, and criminal investigations of arms smuggling. Lunev left Holland, made peace with
Lukashenko and serves in the counter-terrorist department of his KGB. 17 Only the Suleimenovs continue with the old business: Istambul, the Crimea, Uzbekistan, Dubai, etc. 
What will be particularly amusing about this is Mossad saving Filin and Davidovichthe acting partners of the Colombian FARC, nicknamed El Buho and Felix, in trafficking
cocaine to Russia through St Petersburg. 22 Even more savoury will look Mossad and the Indians saving al-Zavahiri's student, Ruslan Saidov--the propagandist of Jihad and the
seller of arms and missile technology to Iran and Pakistan. That will be a great achievement indeed for the Jews and the Indians. If they succeed... 23
Addendum to the post above

In 2000-2002 Filin, Saidov, Davidovich, Kosman, Likhvintsev's wife 24 and the rest of the well-known political scientists founded in Dubai the consulting firm Fortex
Consulting, Ltd.and several other companies. Their co-founder was the Bulgarian firm Arsenal, some sister companies of Polish firm Bumarand several firms from Slovenia,
Hungary, Czech Republic, Estonia, and Jordan, known as producers of Kalashnikov machine guns AK-47 and AKM. Another co-founder of these companies was Oleg Orlov.
Filin and Davidovich, under different names in their, respectively, Brazilian and German passports, 25 became co-founders of three Brazilian firms, which have been
participating in the manufacturing the light attack bomber A-29 Super Tucanoand some other airspace products. Saidov and brothers Suleimenov control companies in Hong
Kong and Dubai that have contracts with Chinese, Pakistani, and Iranian producers of torpedos, missiles and other weapons... Why does Kurginyan defend them is absolutely
clear. Kurginyan is connected to Israel. That's 100 percent. Israel has long been stealing our technology. Kurginyan has connections with India and China, who also steal our
technology.

??????????
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1 Anton Surikov's Cherkess ancestral name is Mansur Natkhoev. According to Armen Sarkisian, the Natkho clan has prominent positions in Turkish secret services and
Surikov's third cousin is a General of Turkish army. Source: Razgovory s Armenom <http://left.ru/2006/2/razgovory136.phtml>

The so-called 'ArmeniaGate' scandal of 1996 started with the revelations of illegal transfer of Russian arsenals to Armenia that included scores of top-of-the-line battle tanks
and Scud missile systems.
2 References to several episodes of political corruption. Alexander Khloponin, oligarch, presently the governor of Krasnoyarsk Krai in Siberia, Russia. Was chairman of the
board of the Norilsk Nickel company. Udmurtia is autonomous republic that has a heavy concentration of military-industrial production, including the production of the advanced
ICBM Topol-M. The Filin-Surikov group appears to belong to the clan of Yurii Masliukov, former chairman of the Soviet Gosplan and the the leading figure of Russian military-
industrial complex. Presently, Masliukov is a State Duma deputy from Udmurtia.
3 Fritz Ermarth, former high-ranking CIA officer, presently at Nixon Foundation. Allegedly, business partner of Filin's group, long time acquaintance of Surikov. For an in-depth
account of Ermarth-Surikov relations, see Vadim Stolz. Narodnyi referendum po ukazke TsRU? Left.ru, 15 (2005) <http://left.ru/2005/15/referendum132.phtml> Also: Peter
Dale Scott. The Global Drug Meta-Group: Drugs, Managed Violence, and the Russian 9/. Lobster. The Journal of Parapolitics. 10/29/05 <http://www.lobster-
magazine.co.uk/ar...lobal-drug.htm>. Professor Scott's article provides a detailed description of Surikov's alleged involvement in Basaev's invasion of Dagestan in 1999.
4 Oleg Orlov, or Dr. Oleg, according to the UN expert panel on Sierra-Leone (UNSC), was Viktor Bout's accomplice. See <http://www.niza.nl/uk/campaigns/diam..._leone/2-
6.htm>
5 On Orlov's and Filin's group alleged involvement in smuggling Ukrainian cruise missiles Kh-55 to Iran and China, see New Information on the Involvement of Far West, Ltd in
Illegal Arms Smuggling. By burtsev.ru <http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/x-55en.phtml>
6 Former president of Liberia Charles Taylor was handed over to the Hague Tribunal in June 2006. For a good bank of information on Bout and Chichakli, see The Viktor Bout
File at <http://www.ruudleeuw.com/vbout00.htm>
7 All members of Filin's organization. For information on these personalities in English, see: the abovementioned Peter Dale Scott's essayand the following materials,
translated by burtsev.ru: Yasenev's Memo <http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/yasenev_en.phtml>, Sergei Petrov's Interview: Revelations of the Fugitive Kremlin Financier
<http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/petrov_en.phtml> , Conversations with Armen (On Alfonso Davidovich- excerpts in English) <http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/armen_excerpts.phtml> , Far
West, Ltd. Leaves Europe Under the Threat of Criminal Persecution. Renamed Far West, LLC <http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/filin.phtml>, "Consulting" Agency Far West, LLC Paid
$3 Million Bribe to Ukrainian Official For Illegal Arms Deals with Syria and Iran <http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/lysenko.phtml> , as well as our footnotes to the transcripts of alleged
conversations between the members of Filin's organization, entitled for short Bristol < http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/bristol_en.phtml> and Hilton
<http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/hilton_en.phtml>.
8 Generals Segei Fomenko, Yevgeny Kolesnikov, and Alexander Plotnikov, all of Federal Security Service, were fired in May 2006. See Heads Roll in New Drive Against State
Corruption, By By Carl Schreckand Valeria Korchagina. The St Petersburg Times, May 16, 2006 <http://www.sptimes.ru/index.php?acti...story_id=17572>
9 Ashot most likely Ashot Egiazarian, a shadowy financier connected to Kasyanov's clan. Brothers Sarkisian (not to confuse with Armen Sarkisian, counterintelligence officer,
killed in July 2005): Arkady Sarkisian, Senator from Khakassia, was dismissed by Putin's order in May 2006. Represents the interests of the Deripaska oligarchic clan. We
were not able to establish the identity of his brother.
10 Igor Sechin, close associate of Vladimir Putin, deputy head of Presidential Administration, often described as the leader of the 'siloviki' faction in the present regime.
Probably the Igor repeatedly referred to in the transcripts of the recodings ,allegedly made by Sergei Petrov during his meetings with Filin, Surikov, Likhvintsev, and one
Gennady Nikolaevich, businesman from Geneva . See, Bristol and Hilton. Vladimir Ustinov, former Prosecutor General, fired by Putin in June 2006. Ustinov and Sechin are
relatives by the marriage of their children. Both men may be implicated in the developing investigation of the furniture store chains Grand and Three Whales.
11 Milorad Ulemek Lukovic (nom de guerre Legia) received a 40-year jail term for the assassination of Ivan Stambolic, a former president of Serbia, in August 2000 and the
attempt to assasinate Vuk Draskovic, then a prominent opposition leader and currently Serbia's foreign minister. Lukovic-Legia is also the prime suspect for the assasination of
Serbian Premier Zoran Djindjic.
12 Alexander Turchinov, close associate of Yulia Timoshenko, was appointed the head of Ukrainian Security Service (SBU) following the victory of the orange putsch in Kiev.
Turchinov resigned in September 2005 after Yushchenko fired Timoshenko as prime minister. According to Vladimir Filin, Turchinov used his position to tie Filin's group with the
illegal transfer of Kh-55 cruise missiles to Iran and that Turchinov acted on behalf of the anti-Cheney elements in the CIA leadership. See, Vladimir Filin. Ne smotrite
gollivudskie fil'my... V Vashingtone gotoviat 'raketnyi skandal.' Zavtra, ?15 (647) 12 April, 2006 <http://zavtra.ru/cgi//veil//data/zavtra/06/647/14.html>
General Andrei Kozhemiaki, head of the SBU Operations Department under Turchinov.
13 Filin and Saidov were not public figures before 2005 when they suddenly emerged as experts, historians, and well-known political scientists at the Moscow Institute for
Globalization Studies under the prominent Russian leftist Boris Kagarlitsky.
14 Audrius Butkevichius, former Lithunian defense minister, convicted felon (bribery). Close to the Albert Einstein Institute,associated with the CIA. In the 1990s went through
special training in Britain, where he at one time resided together with Surikov and Igor Sutiagin, now in prison for espionage. Close to the Georgian olig
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"Consulting" Agency Far West, LLC Paid $3 Million Bribe to Ukrainian Official For Illegal Arms Deals with Syria and Iran
18 February, 2006
As we recently reported, the controversial consulting agency Far West, Ltd. had suddenly left Europe in the end of January 2006 , citing the fear of criminal prosecution by US
law enforcement agencies and changing its name to Far West, LLC. 1
This announcement followed the sensational public statement by Vladimir Filin, chairman of the FWL board. In the interview he gave the FWL owned publication Pravda-info
(11.16.05) Filin told about his agency giving US $3 million in bribes to Valery Lysenko, the deputy director of Ukrspetsexport, the Ukrainian state agency for arms export.
Filin gave this interview in response to the publication of the sensational article by Ivan Demidov in the Ukrainian newspaper Obkom. 2 Demidov accused two Filin's partners,
Ukrainian Generals Leonid Kosyakov and Alexei Likhvintsev, and the so-called small oligarch Vyacheslav Kantor, adviser to Yushchenko, of seeking to obtain control over two
Ukrainian sea ports, in Odessa and Ilyichevsk. The article hints that under the guise of ammonium nitrate and other fertilizers, to be exported to South America by Kantor's
company Akron, the group plans to transport drugs.
The centerpiece of Demidov's article is the facsimile of the internal letter (dated 04.18.05) by the deputy director of Ukrspetsexport Valery Lysenko to the Head of Security
Service of Ukraine Alexander Turchinov. Lysenko wrote this letter in response to Turchinov's inquiry (dated 04.12.05) concerning Far West, Ltd.
The letter names Likhvintsev as a founder and Kosyakov as the general director of Far West, Ltd. which consults the sales of light arms and military supplies to the countries of
Africa and Latin America. Lysenko also lists businesspartners of FWL: private military companies KBR Halliburton (US), Diligence Iraq, LLC (Kuwait), and Meteoric Tactical
Solutions (South Africa).
Lysenko's letter further identifies two Panamanian offshore companies, owned by Yushchenko's adviser, the ammonium mogul Vyacheslav Kantor,--Isofert Trading INC and
Transchem International INC--as being used by Far West, Ltd. for most of their financial transactions. 3
Lysenko concludes by saying that Far West, Ltd. approached Ukrspetsexport with proposals for cooperation, including consulting on a number of questions related to military-
technical cooperation with Turkey. However, we had to decline these proposals because of the dubious reputation of Far West, Ltd.
Demidov suggests that Turchinov sent his inquiry to Urkrspetsexport because he did not trust his own service to do the background check on Likhvintsev and Kosyakov who
either had already been or were about to be appointed to general's positions in the Main Intelligence Directorate of the General Staff.
According to Demidov, Kosyakov has Swiss and Likhvintsev British passports. As another possible problem with their appointment to high and sensitive positions in the
Ukrainian security state, Demidov cites their career in the Soviet military intelligence, which included service in the GRU group N (for Narcotics) in Afghanistan. Officially the
Group was tasked with fighting narcotraffic by intercepting caravans with drugs and infiltrating drug networks. Special Group N enjoyed personal support of a high-ranking
GRU general and its members were allowed unauthorized contacts with representatives of US intelligence. Its commander was Leonid Kosyakov, Alexei Likhvintsev was his
deputy. The Group included Anton Surikov and Ruslan Saidov, now members of FWL board. Demidov also mentions some of the later activities of the Group members: looting
Soviet arsenals in the West Group Army, selling arms for diamonds in Africa, training Basaev's Abkhazian batallion.
The article alleges that Fritz Ermarth, formerly high ranking official in the CIA, NSC, and NIC, plays the role of the supervisor of this GRU group on the part of the FWL's chief
partner: KBR Halliburton and the Dick Cheney circle.
Two days after the publication of Demidov's article, Pravda-info denounced Alexander Turchinov, alleging that he was a homosexual, a religious cultist, and a former KGB
informer. The piece was written by Natalia Roeva (Valiahmetova), new President of FWL, and included her interview with Filin who made this sensational statement.
Roeva - What can you say about the "Ukrspetsexport" letter to Turchinov, signed by Lysenko?
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Filin: - There is one very interesting moment in this letter. It alleges that we offered "Ukrspetsexport" our consulting regarding Turkey, but they turned us down because of our
"dubious reputation." I assume that when Lysenko was signing this letter he realized that he would have to pay for this kind of talk. So now I want to have a piece of this game,
imposed on me, and ask this question: if our "dubious reputation" had prevented them from using our consulting services in regard to Turkey, why then the same "dubious
reputation" did not prevent [them from carrying out with us] much bigger projects with Syria and Iran and in a such a way that "Americans and Israelis did not learn about
[those projects]"? Perhaps, because the kickback was so big--three million dollars: $750,000, then one million, then another $750,000, then $200,000 and then $300,000
more? Or perhaps, it didn't matter because [he] liked so much the "relaxing" vacations abroad "paid by the company"?
Roeva: - You are telling very interesting things.
Filin: - Come on, I will tell much more interesting things when [they give me] another pretext. 4
One can only speculate what made Vladimir Filin to publicly implicate himself and his company in a grave international crime, but his last words strongly suggest that it was his
intention to warn Ukrainian and, possibly, Russian arms trade establishment from leaking even more damaging information about Far West, Ltd. In any case, his statement
clearly stunned many in Russia and Ukraine. According to Russian informational agency Novyi Region, Vladimir Filin's revelations shocked the employees of Rosoboronexport
who worked with Ukrspetsexport on a number of projects. 5 The agency quotes one of these employees who agreed to speak on condition of anonymity.

Q: What such enormous bribes are paid for in the arms market?
A: For confidentiality, as Vladimir Filin correctly pointed out. Confidentiality is specially highly priced when the contract, to put it mildly, does not correspond to international
agreements about the non-proliferation of certain types of weapons and technologies.
Q: But what kind of secret deals could Ukraine have with Syria and Iran?
A: Nothing secret with Syria, Ukraine sells there only spare parts for their obsolete stock of airplanes and armor.Iran is a different matter. As Victor Yushchenko confirmed in
the beginning of this year [2005 burtsev.ru], Ukraine had leaked to Iran the strategic cruise missiles of X-55 type, produced in the Soviet Union. This missile can deliver a
nuclear charge and selling it, undoubtfully, violates all existing international treaties on the nonproliferation of missile technologies and the weapons of mass destruction. 6
The Rosoboronexport official also explained that ammonium nitrate produced by Vyacheslav Kantor's company Akron has dual, civil and military, use, including the production
of explosives and rocket fuel. He added that the offshore companies, like Kantor's Isofert Trading INC and Transchem International INC, are commonly used by arms dealers
to hide financial transactions under confidential contracts. 7

??????????

1 Far West, Ltd. Leaves Europe Under the Threat of Criminal Persecution. Renamed Far West, LLC. Left.ru <http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/filin.phtml>

According to the latest announcement by the Internet publication Pravda-info,Vladimir Filin has left his residence in Lausanne, Switzerland and settled in San Paulo, Brazil. He
is said to have business interests in a number of Brazil companies, specifically in lumber industry and the production of poultry for export. He was joined there by Alfonso
Davidovich Ochoa, who previously resided in Munich, Germany. Two other leaders of Far West, Ltd./LLC, Yakov Kosman and Valery Lunev, also formerly of Russian military
intelligence, have left the countries of their legal residence France and the Netherlands respectively--for permanent residence in Dubai, where they were joined by the financial
director Ruslan Berenis (UK) and Sultan Suleimenov, first deputy of the executive director of FWL. See, Political Scientist Fritz Ermarth and businessman Adnan Khashoggi Do
Not Own Agency Far West . By Natalia Roeva, Pravda-info, 10.02.2006 <http://forum.msk.ru/material/news/7539.html> and Vladimir Filin's bio at the masthead of Pravda-info
<http://forum.msk.ru/author/19.html>
2 Ivan Demidov, Kto vydavlivaet sok iz 'nakolotykh apelsinov'? (Who Squeezes Juice from 'Drug-Injected Oranges') Obkom (11.15.05) <http://ru.obkom.net.ua/articles/2005-
11/15.1647.shtml> Reprinted in Ekonomicheskie novosti under the title Sovetniki Yushchenko lobbiruiut interesy rossiiskikh oligarkhov (Yushchenko's Advisers Lobby Russian
Oligarchs)(11.16.05) &lthttp://economic-ua.info/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=2698>?????? ??? ?????? ????????? ???????? ?????????? ?????????
http://economic-ua.info/modules.php?...ticle&sid=2698
3 Demidov claims that in the 1990s Kantor's own profits from Akron were moved to these offshores through AVTOVAZ Bank belonging to Boris Berezovsky and Badri
Patarkatsishvili.
4 "Is Yulia Timoshenko's Closest Associate Religious Sectarian, Pederast and Former Informer?" Pravda-info, 11.17.2005 <http://www.forum.msk.ru/material/news/4891.html>
5 The Rosoboronexport State Corporation is the sole state intermediary agency for Russia's military exports/imports.
6 Arms Traders Receive Orange Suitcase With Compromising Materials (in Russian). By Andrei Latynin. Novyi Region 2 (12.13.2005) <http://www.nr2.ru/siberia/49429.html >
7 Vyacheslav Moshe Kantor was detained for questioning regarding suspicions of international money laundering on February 9, 2006, when he arrived at Israel's Ben-Gurion
Airport.&lthttp://www.jewishva.org/content_display.html?ArticleID=165523>
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Obama and the Intelligence Cabal - Threatening Noises from FarWest <div class="content"><div>

</div></div>
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Obama as the Anti-Christ is the recurrent theme of the anti-Obama hate speech by the executives of FarWest LLC. Below is one example from the blog entry by the Uzbek-
Chechen General Ruslan Saidov. In the early 1990s Saidov was a Russian GRU handler of Shamil Basaev and other future masters of terror; then he moved to Istanbul as a
deputy of Khozh Nuhaev, chief of Dudaev's and Maskhadov's external intelligence. In Turkey, Saidov cultivated relations both with a branch of the Grey Wolves (a terrorist pan-
Turkist organization) and Turkish Islamists. According to some unverified sources, in 1996 he served as adviser to the Islamist premier of Turkey Necmettin Erbakan. ii
<img border="0" alt="" src="http://left.ru/2009/10/antichrist.jpg">
Ruslan Saidov: The demand for the immediate withdrawal of the United States from Afghanistan should be a priority in the struggle of all sane political forces in the world
against Obama
Ruslan Saidov: The demand for the immediate withdrawal of the United States from Afghanistan should be a priority in the struggle of all sane political forces in the world
against Obama's global perestroika.

Our comment: The so-called Bagram Department of Saidov's intelligence service operates from the US Bagram Air Force base in Afghanistan. By coincidence or not, the
private military company KBR (formerly KBR Halliburton) co-owner of Far West LLC with 13 percent of voting shareshas a big contract with this base. Could it be that Saidov's
agents work under the cover provided by the KBR Bagram contractor? According to our sources in Germany, the Bagram group conducts direct action operations against the
suspected intelligence assets of Germany, France, Russia, and China in Afghanistan and Waziristan. Saidov and his partners are worried that the US focus on Afghanistan and
Waziristan distracts them from organizing a new Drang nach Osten with the goal of dismembering Russia.
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FarWest: Americans can grovel before Putin as they want but they will suffer a crushing defeat in Afghanistan and won
FarWest: Americans can grovel before Putin as they want but they will suffer a crushing defeat in Afghanistan and won't be able to prevent Iran from having nuclear arms.

Our comment: This is an example of FarWest's nuclear blackmail of Europe and the United States another major thread in the subversive activities of this syndicate. The rogue
intelligence services and operatives, who use Far West LLC as their commercial front, have been involved in the nuclear consortium between Saudi Arabia, Ukraine, Pakistan,
Iran, North Korea, and China. Their activities included the smuggling of nuclear materials and technologies to these countries from Ukraine and Russia and the smuggling of
KH-55 (Kent) cruise missiles to Iran and China in 2000-2001. According to the recent article in Australian press, this sale included four nuclear warheads 200 kiloton each. The
vice-president of Far West LLC Ukrainian General Vladimir Filin was even nicknamed the Radioactive Filin for his advocacy of re-nuclearizing Ukraine. It is believed that rogue
elements in the Soviet General Staff were able to hide an unknown number of nuclear devices during the break up of the Soviet Union. iii
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Vladimir Filin: A "reset" in the relations between the United States and Russia will not be allowed. Nobody wants it except Summers and Chubais.
Vladimir Filin: A "reset" in the relations between the United States and Russia will not be allowed. Nobody wants it except Summers and Chubais.

Our comment: By nobody Filin refers to the Russophobic ultra-right/neocon circles in the US and the postfascist East European power groups who hope to use the United
States as their proxy to settle old scores with Russia.
<img border="0" alt="" src="http://left.ru/2009/10/lenin.jpg">
Obama Lenin commandeers an armored vehicle to trample on the American flag. The byline by Vladimit Filin says: There is a growing understanding in the countries of
Eastern Europe about the destructive consequences of Obama
Obama Lenin commandeers an armored vehicle to trample on the American flag. The byline by Vladimit Filin says: There is a growing understanding in the countries of
Eastern Europe about the destructive consequences of Obama's global perestroika as "the road to hell". The quote underneath the picture says: The more representatives of
bourgeoisie we shoot the better. Lenin

Our comment: In their anti-Obama hate speech FarWest habitually exploits the deeply ingrained anti-communism of American society. This also helps to keep their ultra-right
partners in Washington and London happy
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Our comment: In their anti-Obama hate speech FarWest habitually exploits the deeply ingrained anti-communism of American society. This also helps to keep their ultra-right
partners in Washington and London happy.
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Anton Surikov: Barack Hussein Obama has agreed to become the leader of a global perestroika because he feels irrational hatred to his country that was taught to him by his
spiritual mentors the Black racists Michael Pfleger and Jeremiah Wright. Like priest, like people.
Anton Surikov: Barack Hussein Obama has agreed to become the leader of a global perestroika because he feels irrational hatred to his country that was taught to him by his
spiritual mentors the Black racists Michael Pfleger and Jeremiah Wright. Like priest, like people.

Our comment: Rt. Colonel of the General Staff Anton Surikov is a naturalized US citizen who aspires to be holier than the Alabama redneck from the John Birch Society.
Surikov's hate speech exploits not only the fears of the American Far Right, but also the white racism of their Russian counterparts in government, military, secret services, and
business. Peaceful coexistence and partnership between Russia and the United States threaten the geopolitical dreams of ethno-nationalist Russophobic elites in Eastern
Europe and the Caucasus about a new Operation Barbarossa and the dismemberment of Russia. The 'reset' in US-Russian relations also threatens to erode the profits of the
US military-industrial complex, the power of the national security establishment, and the financial support for the Cold War ideological apparatus the stable of experts, scholars,
and analysts who pimp their knowledge for the sake of the TransAtlantic imperialism. Last not least, the possibility of the pacified US-Russian relations provokes the fury of the
post-Nazi nucleus in the heart of Western imperialism as threatening its historical goal of taking revanche for the defeat in World War II. FarWest calls for these forces to unite
in the common cause of removing Obama.
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Mikhail Gorbachev to Obama: We need a global perestroika... The process has begun...
Mikhail Gorbachev to Obama: We need a global perestroika... The process has begun...

Our comment: Images like this are calculated to whip up hatred to Obama among U.S. and Russian militarists, paving the way for their alliance. If these forces come to power
in our countries FarWest hopes to benefit by playing the role of a back channel between them.
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Gorbachev had called upon Obama to begin a global perestroika. The financial swindlers led by Summers have made it more sweeping by pumping hundreds billions of
worthless paper into US economy. The foreign policy adventurists have imputed it with new thinking
Gorbachev had called upon Obama to begin a global perestroika. The financial swindlers led by Summers have made it more sweeping by pumping hundreds billions of
worthless paper into US economy. The foreign policy adventurists have imputed it with new thinking' by getting the US bogged down in the war they cannot win in Afghanistan
and Waziristan. They have announced their readiness to negotiate with HAMAS terrorists against the wishes of the right-wing Israeli government. By declaring a reset in the
US-Russia relations they have betrayed Eastern Europe, the Baltic states, Ukraine, and the peoples of the Caucasus.

Our comment: FarWest thrives on confrontation between the United States and Russia. Ukrainian secret services--reckless, violent and uncontrolled as they are, with the
leadership ideologically committed to the Banderite vision of the Greater Ukraine--would like to use the United States as a big and stupid troll against Russia in hope to profit
from the spoils of war like the hyenas rather that the pan-Turkist wolves on FarWest's blog logo.
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Ruslan Saidov: Iran is de facto a nuclear power and has been for at least three years.
Ruslan Saidov: Iran is de facto a nuclear power and has been for at least three years.

Our comments: General Saidov knows what he is talking about. FarWest played central role in smuggling out of the former SU (mostly from Ukraine) nuclear materials,
technology, and means of delivery for the nuclear consortium of Iran, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, China and Northern Korea. According to the recent interview with Sam Haider,
Saidov and his Far West LLC partners sold Iran not only six KH-55 Kent cruise missiles, but two nuclear warheads to them, 200 kiloton each.
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The Heritage Foundation has proposed to the US Administration their own plan of neutralizing Putin
The Heritage Foundation has proposed to the US Administration their own plan of neutralizing Putin's regime.

FarWest signals their support to the right-wing Heritage Foundation and its very own war hawk Ariel Cohen. Cohen is a part of FarWest's crowd in Washington, together with
Zeyno Baran, Fiona Hill, Joshua Muravchik, Robert Kagan and some other professional Russia-haters.
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Vladimir Filin: Obama
Vladimir Filin: Obama's Gorbachev type of politics will free the Fourth Reich from US military control.

Our comment: Filin is a key figure of the neo-Banderite center in Ukraine's army and secret services. He and his kamaraden are full of hatred to German social-democrats for
their resistance to the idea of Ukraine's membership in Nato and rational approach to relations with Russia
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The byline to this racist graphics says: Ruslan Saidov: It is not Iran or the Taliban, not even Putin
The byline to this racist graphics says: Ruslan Saidov: It is not Iran or the Taliban, not even Putin's Russia that embody the world's ultimate evil but the adventurer Obama and
global Gorbachevism that Obama imposes on America and the world.ihttp://far-west.livejournal.com/160955.html#cutid1

A monkey we know, who lives in the Bronx Zoo, made this comment: If the likes of Saidov represent Homo sapient I better stay on the tree.
The Nazi Roots of Far West LLC. Interview with Vadim Stolz
Capable and Credible

NB. Vadim, first I would like you to discuss how serious are the anti-Obama statements by the Farwest information agencyin their Live Journal and Pravda.info publications
and whether these statements may or should be reviewed by the U.S. Secret Service which is the organization whose primary purpose is to protect the President of the United
States. This is how the official Secret Service website describes their preventing activities.

The protection of an individual is comprehensive and goes well beyond surrounding the individual with well-armed agents. As part of the Secret Service's mission of preventing
an incident before it occurs, the agency relies on meticulous advance work and threat assessments developed by its Intelligence Division to identify potential risks to
protectees.
Protective research is an integral component of all security operations. Agents and specialists assigned to conduct protective research evaluate information received from law
enforcement, intelligence agencies and a variety of other sources regarding individuals or groups who may pose a threat to Secret Service protectees. These agents review
questionable letters and e-mails received at the White House and maintain a 24-hour operation to coordinate protection-related information.

I want to play devil's advocate. There is a lot of anti-Obama speech on the Web. Why should anybody care about a bunch of former Soviet spooks fulminating against the
President of the United States? I recall how during Obama's election campaign a US law enforcement official was asked to comment on a spike in anti-Obama rhetoric on the
Internet. He said that all of it was just a lot of ranting and raving with no capability, credibility or specificity to it."

VS. This official might have been right back then. However, Filin, Saidov, Surikov and their Far West LLC partners in the United States, Ukraine and Ukrainian diaspora,
Britain, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and Pakistan are not harmless Internet windbags. They have all the capability and credibility in the world. Filin is a general of Ukrainian military
intelligence and has under his command the Special Department R (for Russia), with a branch in the United States. Another resource he has there are Ukrainian nationalist
circles, traditionally ultra-right and Russophobic. They don't like Obama at all, because they see him as being soft on Russia. Filin and his old partners from the Soviet military
intelligence have funny businesses in Latin America Colombia, Mexico, Venezuela, Brazil, Bolivia and the Caribbean and a small private army there, trained and led by old
GRU hands. They do the cocaine business with FARC since the 1980s and may well have relations with Colombian and Mexican drug cartels. In the 1990s early 2000s Filin,
Likhvinsev, Saidov, and Surikov ran, under the protection of Russian General Staff, one of the largest heroin businesses in Eurasia, from Afghanistan to Kosovo. They are well-
known figures in international intelligence circles. This milieu is potentially a very serious source of threat for a president who wants to make the world a more peaceful place.
Vladimir Filin is not a chatterbox; he is the one Ukrainian prime minister Timoshenko reports to when discussing gas prices with Putin and the Gazprom. Filin coordinates
intelligence gathering between Ukraine and Georgia and he supervised Ukrainian special operations in Georgia during its war with Russian last August, after meetings with
influential neocons like Robert Kagan and a visit to Washington presumably for consultations with Robert Gates or his people in the DIA. v According to the intelligence
information, published in 2004, Filin's Gang had over 70 bodies on their hands by then and kept counting. Our sources in CIS intelligence community claim that FarWest's
victims include Paul Khlebnikov of the Forbes Magazine, Anna Politkovskaya, and central banker Andrei Kozlov. When someone like Filin openly talks about removing the
President of the United States it seems to deserve more than passing attention from the people responsible for his safety.
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Saidov: Obama is the expendable puppet of the Federal Reserve and Goldman Saks. Sooner or later they will sacrifice him. viFarwest LJ http://far-
west.livejournal.com/215635.html>
Saidov: Obama is the expendable puppet of the Federal Reserve and Goldman Saks. Sooner or later they will sacrifice him. viFarwest LJ http://far-
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General Ruslan Saidov is also a career military intelligence officer. After our publications about Saidov's terrorist activities, he was officially retired from his position of the
special adviser to the Uzbek defense minister Ruslan Mirzaev. vii Saidov remains in charge of Chechnya's illegal external intelligence organization and has recently proved his
credibility by organizing the liquidations of Ramzan Kadyrov's opponents in Moscow, Austria, Turkey, and Dubai. It is also common knowledge in Russia's intelligence
community that Saidov and Nukhaev ordered the assassinations of the Forbes' editor Paul Khlebnikov and Anna Politkovskaya, carried out by the killers from Nukhaev's
former Lazan organized crime organization. In 2006, together with Filin's men, they killed Russian Central Bank CEO Andrei Kozlov. Saidov is not only in charge of hundreds of
armed and highly trained people in the Middle East and has his agents in every significant Chechen diaspora from Jordan to the United States, he is also a close associate
and business partner of Prince Turki al-Faisal and the Khashoggi family, unarguably credible and capable gentlemen. Soviet GRU trained Saidov for the deep penetration of
Middle Eastern elites, especially Sufi networks, widely used by regional intelligence services, as well as the other way around. He was quite successful in this and so was his
and his partners' arms and heroin trade in this part of the world. I want to emphasize Saidov's ties not only to Saudi and Turkish intelligence, but also to Pakistan's ISI.
According to our sources in Central Asia, last April Saidov brought to Tashkent Pakistani army chiefs, generals Ashfaq Parvez Kayani and Ahmad Shuja Pasha, for an
unannounced half day long visit. Kayani is the current Chief of Army Staff of the Pakistan Army and the former director of Pakistan's Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI). Pasha is
the current Director of the ISI. In Tashkent they met with defense minister Mirzaev and President Karimov. The meetings were highly confidential, with Saidov acting as
interpreter. Soon after that visit, the ISI controlled gang of Mullî Abdullo (Abdullah Rakhimov) crossed from Afghanistan into eastern Tajikistan. viii About 200 fighters slipped
into the mountainous Tavildara district where it is difficult for the government troops to catch up with them. We have information that Rasheed, Saidov, and Lunev stayed in
Abdullo's base in Afghanistan right before the raid and that Lunev has been pretty much sitting on the Afghan-Tajik border since then. This can mean only one thing Lunev
supervises Abdullo's raid on behalf of the FarWest partners who had financed and prepared it. They know Abdullo since the civil war of 1992-3, when Filin, Saidov, and Lunev
were on assignment in Tajikistan.

NB. Allow me to clarify that Lunev is Major-General Valery Lunev of Belorussian KGB. He was born in 1960 in the Kulyab Region of Tajikistan, fluent in Pushtu and Farsi.
Served together with Filin, Saidov, and Surikov in the GRU special unit N (for narcotics) in Afghanistan. Later in the 80s Lunev was involved in the anti-COCOM network and
stationed in the Netherlands. Has Dutch citizenship. Executive director of Far West LLC's central office in Dubai. Is this a fair introduction?
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General-Major Valery Lunev (cover name) of Belorussian KGB.
General-Major Valery Lunev (cover name) of Belorussian KGB.

From our dossier: Born 1960 in Kulyab, Tajik SSR. Experience: Main Intelligence Directorate of the General Staff, Defense Ministry of the USSR. Prepared for work in the
Middle East. Fluent in Russian, Belorussian, Farsi, Pushtu, Arabic (Iraqi dialect), English, Dutch. Service in Afghanistan (1982-84), Western Europe, Central Asia, the
Caucasus, Iraq (1990-91, 2003). Since 1995 KGB, Republic of Belarus. Resided in the Netherlands in 1995-2006. Dutch passport. Has Chechen wife, Dudaev's relative, who
served as a sniper with Basaev and Surikov during the Abkhaz-Georgian war and worked with Lunev for the GRU in Central Asia. Converted Muslim. Militant Russophobe.
Said to be the leader of the pro-Nato lobby in Lukashenko's close circle of military and intelligence advisers. Since 2007 operates under the cover of the Executive Director of
Far West LLC. We date this photo by the late 80s.

VS. Perhaps, a few other things can be added for those readers who have not been following our journalistic investigation. Lunev is the funny name, as they say in Britain, of
this ethnic Belorussian. We don't know his real one. He has been much less visible than his attention-hungry partners -- Filin, Saidov, and Surikov -- and was "outed" the latest.
His name was not mentioned in the "conspiracy in Nice" fake of 1999-2000, either in Surikov's or Kagarlitsky's texts. Sergei Petrov had "introduced" Lunev to the public in his
interview of Janury 2004, several days before he was blown apart by a bomb in South Africa. ix

NB. Do I recall it correctly that prior to their falling out Sergei Petrov was the second in command in Far West Ltd, wasn't he?

VS. This is correct. He used to be Filin's deputy. Then something happened between them and Petrov left the gang. Later, when he had learned that they were going to kill
him--he tape-recorded their conversation--Petrov told the Germans and French about the criminal activities of his former company. x He also began to cooperate with Russian
military counter-intelligence, apparently, hoping to nail his former partners before they got to him. Hence there was a number of "leaks" published in the fall-winter of 2003-04.
This is how FarWest as organized criminal society was outed and had to withdraw from big-time narcotrafficking.

NB. They were outed but not prosecuted. Why?

VS. They were not prosecuted because they were and remain a part of the System. The Intelligence Cabal was behind them in the West as were some people in the Kremlin
close to Putin. They were also protected by their own secret services-- Ukrainian, Uzbek, Belorussian, Chechen, Lithuanian. Generally, people do not realize that these
relatively marginal countries have inherited powerful intelligence apparatuses of the Soviet Union. Ukrainian military intelligence is not a joke at all. It's a powerful force led by
old Soviet GRU cadres of highest qualification. Besides, they have at their disposal the well-organized and politically active Ukrainian diaspora around the world. Anyway,
when the Germans had gotten the goods on FarWest from Petrov (including the information on the Ukraine-to-Iran KH-55 cruise missiles deal ) they realized it was way too
much for them to handle and could make the relations of the SD government with Washington even worse. I suspect that something similar happened with the French.

NB. Yet, Filin had to evacuate FarWest from Europe to Dubai and himself move to Brazil when they had that problem with Goss and Foggo. Doesn't this suggest that they are
not that big, after all?

VS. That's a very different situation. There was never real threat of legal persecution in that episode. The problem was that Foggo's thugs could simply whack Filin and his
associates. Actually, I tend to believe Filin that they planted a bomb under Davidovich's car in Bogota. The threat was physical, not legal. xi
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IPROG "Experts" Update Their Mug Shots

Ruslan Saidov aka Ugur Mehmed (left) and Vladimir Filin aka "Ilyich", "El Buho". Photos courtesy Pravda.info

"Somewhere near Moscow": Anton Surikov (center) with Shatbai Shavit (left) and Dov Kontorer at the recent conference
of Israeli and Russian intelligence services organized by Sergei Kurginyan and his Experimental Creative Center. Photo

courtesy Forum.msk.ru

Owners of Far West Ltd (from the left): Ruslan Saidov, Vladimir Filin, Anton Surikov

Davidoviz-Muller's ties to LA fascism, to death squads, his double game with FARC are logical outcome of the social
nature of FarWest -- the mafiiso-political society born out of the New World Order, new fascism.

From the left: Filin, Saidov, Surikov. Recent photo from Finland

Vladimir Vladimirovich Litovchenko (b. 1960)
General-Major of the Main Intelligence Directorate, Ukrainian Ministry of Defense,

Vice-president of Far West LLC
Owner of several ethanol factories in Brazil,

business partner of George Soros
Known cover names:

Vladimir Ilyich Filin (Ukrainian and British passports)
F. P. Carvallo (Brazilian passport)

Stoikovich (Serbian passport)
Known handles: "Ilyich," "El Buho"

Anton Surikov -- Mansour Nathoev
Rt. Colonel of GRU, commander of the "security service" of the Cherkess Congress. Received special training in guerilla war

and psychological operations.

Fritz Ermarth of the Nixon Center and SAIC.
"Former" CIA officer, probably partly ethnic Adygei and distant relative of Surikov-Natkhoev. Main contact of Farwest in the

United States. Specialist in disinformation and false-flag operations. Representative of the US military-industrial complex and
post-Nazi elites in the Atlantic intelligence community. Member of the Bushes' inner circle of political and intelligence
operatives. Ideologically motivated Russophobe, one of the central figures in the ongoing secret war against Russia.

Sir Rodric Braithwaite of
Deutsche Bank and

David Cameron's Advisory Council on Foreign Affairs

Ruslan Saidovich Sadulaev (b. 1960)
Major-General, Advisor to the Minister of Defense, Republic Uzbekistan, head of the illegal "external intelligence service of Chechen
Republic," formerly "The Istambul Bureau" under President Maskhadov. Close associate of Khozh Nukhaev, wanted for the murder of

Paul Khlebnikov.
Known cover names

Ruslan Saidov (Russian passport),
Ruslan Muhammedovich Muhammedov (Uzbek passport), Nihat (Turkish passport)

Alexei Kolosovskii (b. 1960)
Ulrainian and British passports on

Alexei Likhvintsev
Major-General of

Ukrainian military intelligence, in charge of the Special Department "R" (Russia). Married to Liudmilla Rozkina, US and British passports,
former GRU agent.
Handles: "Pribalt"

Photo circa 1988-89

Igor Sechin (b. 1960), Kremlin functionary and the informal leader of Russian siloviki.
Served in Angola under Kolosovskii's command as military interpretor.

Major-General Valery Lunev (cover name)
KGB, Belarus
Handle: Lun

Alfonso Davidoviz-Mueller,
Cuban-Soviet double agent, banker, involved in narcotrafficking and money laundering, known to major secret services and used by

them. Married to the relative of Venezuelan General Mueller Rojas.
Handle: "Felix"
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"I think it would be a good idea." Mahatma Gandhi, when asked what he thought of Western civilization.

The philosophers have only interpreted the world, in various ways; the point is to change it. Karl Marx.

"Well, he would, wouldn't he?" Mandy Rice-Davies, 1963
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Natasha Barch and Vadim Stolz
Obama and the Intelligence Cabal

Last April the international group of investigative journalists burtsev.ru published an expose of an anti-Obama group of intelligence officers from the former
Soviet Union whose private intelligence company Far West LLC has been the object of considerable controversy in Russian and international press. This is an
updated and expanded version of the original article in Russian, published in Left.ru 4 (2009) under the title Kto gotovit pokushenie na Prezidenta SshA?
(Who Prepares the Assassination of the US President?). It includes a follow-up interview with Vadim Stolz by Natasha Barch which she took by
correspondence in the summer - autumn of 2009. Vadim Stolz is a chairman of the International editorial board of burtsev.ru. Natasha Barch is a member of
its Moscow chapter.

__________________
Threatening Noises from FarWest
<img border="0" alt="" src="http://left.ru/2009/10/fw.jpg">
From the left: Uzbek-Chechen General Ruslan Saidov (Sadullaev), Ukrainian General Vladimir Filin (Litovchenko) and Rt. Colonel of the General Staff Anton
Surikov of Russia (aka Turkish citizen Mansur Nathoev, aka U.S. citizen Gregory Orloff) are extremely unhappy with US President Obama and would like to
see him out of the Oval Office by whatever means. Last August these individuals met with Vice-President Biden in Washington.
From the left: Uzbek-Chechen General Ruslan Saidov (Sadullaev), Ukrainian General Vladimir Filin (Litovchenko) and Rt. Colonel of the General Staff Anton
Surikov of Russia (aka Turkish citizen Mansur Nathoev, aka U.S. citizen Gregory Orloff) are extremely unhappy with US President Obama and would like to
see him out of the Oval Office by whatever means. Last August these individuals met with Vice-President Biden in Washington.

Our monitoring of the public statements made in recent months by FarWest LLC vice-presidents Generals Vladimir Filin, Ruslan Saidov and the board
member Rt. Colonel Anton Surikov--principal liaison of the group with right-wing circles in Washingtonbetray more that the aggressive Obamophobia of this
group. In particular, Surikov/'s recent anti-Obama statements give reasons for concern. Here are some quotes.

There are some serious people in the new Administration: the Vice-President Biden and the defense minister Gates. Presently they are not in the limelight but,
I think, in two years or so they will come out of the shadow into the forefront and Biden will become the President.

In this world crisis situation, Obama was meant to take the responsibility for some kind of extraordinary stint on a global scale... Following this he will be
removed as an expendable intelligence asset.

Surikov's statement about Biden and Gates suggests a military coup or some sort of anti-constitutional conspiracy in the United States with the goal of
removing President Obama.

In his recent interview with Natalia Roeva, Surikov identified Obama as American Gorbachev bent on the destruction of his country because of his religious
mentors, famous Negro racists Michael Pfleger and Jeremiah Wright, had brainwashed Obama with irrational hatred of America. This statement was followed
by this exchange:

Roeva: - How is it possible to eliminate (ustranit) Obama before 2012?

Surikov: - Oh, there are many ways. Leave this for Americans to choose. Mechanisms for removing (otstranit')[the President] do exist, as well as precedents. i
<img border="0" alt="" src="http://left.ru/2009/10/roeva.jpg">
Anton Surikov, board member of Far West LLC. Natalia Roeva (nee Valiahmetova), wife of a wealthy oil trader, FarWest LLC partner, specializes on
organizing the national-liberation struggle of Ugro-Finn ethnicities in the Russian Federation.
Anton Surikov, board member of Far West LLC. Natalia Roeva (nee Valiahmetova), wife of a wealthy oil trader, FarWest LLC partner, specializes on
organizing the national-liberation struggle of Ugro-Finn ethnicities in the Russian Federation.

The inflammatory language aside, the question that the U.S. and Russian authorities should ask is: What ways and precedents to remove Obama Surikov is
talking about? There is only one constitutional way of removing a President of the United States. It is called impeachment. Surikov is supposed to know this.
As naturalized U.S. citizen, he had to pass the exam on the constitution of the United States. But the US Congress did not accuse President Obama in
violating the laws of the country and there is no indication whatsoever that such an accusation is forthcoming. As to Roeva's inquiry about the ways to
eliminate President Obama, it is true that such ways do exist and the U.S. history has a plenty of precedents of this sort. But they are all criminal and as such
are subject to state prosecution. These include calls and plans for a coup d'etat or the murder of a U.S. President. This is why public statements by and
discussions between Russian and foreign citizens about removing or eliminating President Obama should attract serious attention of the U.S. Secret Service
and the Prosecutor General of the Russian Federation.

From what follows it will become clear that these statements and discussions come from the group of individuals who own the private intelligence company
Far West LLC, with the head-quarters in Dubai, and include high ranking intelligence officers, both on active service and retired, of Saudi Arabia, Ukraine,
Britain, the United States, Belarus, and Russia. It will also become clear that this group of people has regular contacts with a set of right-wing operatives and
think-tank analysts in Washington, DC.

But first let us hear and SEE a few more threatening noises from FarWest. What follows are graphics and statements by the Far West LLC partners that we
have copied from their blog at www.far-west.livejournal.com .
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them. Married to the relative of Venezuelan General Mueller Rojas.
Handle: "Felix"

Posted: 5:00 AM - Jan 16, 2012

Far West LLC A company behind many black operations. Some names and information for further research

Below are a series of articles mentioning activities of Far West LLC A consulting firm with an odd way of doing business.
Also some pictures of players in the company and some background information on them. Researchers and readers familiar
with Peter Dale Scott (see his work in the Global Drug Meta Group which I think we have in the drugs board here) will
recognise many here. I have only included the English articles. There is much more in Russian at ????.??

IPROG "Experts" Update Their Mug Shots

Ruslan Saidov aka Ugur Mehmed (left) and Vladimir Filin aka "Ilyich", "El Buho". Photos courtesy Pravda.info

"Somewhere near Moscow": Anton Surikov (center) with Shatbai Shavit (left) and Dov Kontorer at the recent conference
of Israeli and Russian intelligence services organized by Sergei Kurginyan and his Experimental Creative Center. Photo

courtesy Forum.msk.ru

Owners of Far West Ltd (from the left): Ruslan Saidov, Vladimir Filin, Anton Surikov

Davidoviz-Muller's ties to LA fascism, to death squads, his double game with FARC are logical outcome of the social
nature of FarWest -- the mafiiso-political society born out of the New World Order, new fascism.

From the left: Filin, Saidov, Surikov. Recent photo from Finland

Vladimir Vladimirovich Litovchenko (b. 1960)
General-Major of the Main Intelligence Directorate, Ukrainian Ministry of Defense,

Vice-president of Far West LLC
Owner of several ethanol factories in Brazil,

business partner of George Soros
Known cover names:

Vladimir Ilyich Filin (Ukrainian and British passports)
F. P. Carvallo (Brazilian passport)

Stoikovich (Serbian passport)
Known handles: "Ilyich," "El Buho"

Anton Surikov -- Mansour Nathoev
Rt. Colonel of GRU, commander of the "security service" of the Cherkess Congress. Received special training in guerilla war

and psychological operations.

Fritz Ermarth of the Nixon Center and SAIC.
"Former" CIA officer, probably partly ethnic Adygei and distant relative of Surikov-Natkhoev. Main contact of Farwest in the

United States. Specialist in disinformation and false-flag operations. Representative of the US military-industrial complex and
post-Nazi elites in the Atlantic intelligence community. Member of the Bushes' inner circle of political and intelligence
operatives. Ideologically motivated Russophobe, one of the central figures in the ongoing secret war against Russia.

Sir Rodric Braithwaite of
Deutsche Bank and

David Cameron's Advisory Council on Foreign Affairs

Ruslan Saidovich Sadulaev (b. 1960)
Major-General, Advisor to the Minister of Defense, Republic Uzbekistan, head of the illegal "external intelligence service of Chechen
Republic," formerly "The Istambul Bureau" under President Maskhadov. Close associate of Khozh Nukhaev, wanted for the murder of

Paul Khlebnikov.
Known cover names

Ruslan Saidov (Russian passport),
Ruslan Muhammedovich Muhammedov (Uzbek passport), Nihat (Turkish passport)

Alexei Kolosovskii (b. 1960)
Ulrainian and British passports on

Alexei Likhvintsev
Major-General of

Ukrainian military intelligence, in charge of the Special Department "R" (Russia). Married to Liudmilla Rozkina, US and British passports,
former GRU agent.
Handles: "Pribalt"

Photo circa 1988-89

Igor Sechin (b. 1960), Kremlin functionary and the informal leader of Russian siloviki.
Served in Angola under Kolosovskii's command as military interpretor.

Major-General Valery Lunev (cover name)
KGB, Belarus
Handle: Lun

Alfonso Davidoviz-Mueller,
Cuban-Soviet double agent, banker, involved in narcotrafficking and money laundering, known to major secret services and used by

them. Married to the relative of Venezuelan General Mueller Rojas.
Handle: "Felix"
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